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On algebras of strongly unbounded
représentation type

Raymundo BAimsTA

Let A be a finite dimensional associative algebra over the field fc. We say that
A is of finite (représentation) type if it has only finitely many isomorphism classes

of indécomposable modules. Also, A is of bounded type if it does not admit
indécomposable modules of arbitrarily high fc-dimensions. Finally, the algebra A
is called of strongly unbounded type it there is an infinité séquence of numbers
d1&lt;d2&lt;* • • &lt;ds &lt;• • • such that for each dl there are infinitely many isomorphism

classes of indécomposable modules with fc-dimension d,. In an old paper [J],
Jans states that R. Brauer and R. M. Thrall hâve conjectured that algebras of
bounded type are actually of finite type and that (over infinité fields) algebras of
unbounded type are actually of strongly unbounded type.

The first conjecture was proved by A. V. Roiter in [R] and later on
generalized for Artin rings by M. Auslander [Al]. The second conjecture was

proved by Nazarova-Roiter [NR] for algebras over algebraically closed fields
using matrix methods.

Hère we présent a new proof of the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture for
algebras over algebraically closed fields of characteristic différent from 2. Com-
bining our results with the récent work of Bongartz on minimal algebras of infinité
type [Bo4], a proof can be given for the gênerai case of arbitrary characteristic.

The methods we use hère are mainly géométrie; they hâve two sources of
inspiration; The work on coverings of Bongartz, Bretscher, Gabriel, Martinez and
de la Peiîa ([BoG], [BrG], [G], [MP2]) and the Multiplicative Basis paper
[BGRS].

Finally the author wants to thank P. Gabriel for many useful discussions,

specially for suggesting the présentation of abelian coverings in the form given
hère and pointing out (and correcting) a mistake at the end of the proof of 2.4 in a

previous version of this paper.
Throughout the whole paper fc will dénote an algebraically closed field. In the

first section of this paper we recall basic définitions and results from [BGRS]. The
proof of the main theorem is located in section 2 and rests on the more technical
results of section 3.
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1. Ray-categories and algebras of finite type

1.1 Let wbea letter. The semi-group Sn with basis &lt;o and cardinality n +1, n ^
1, consists by définition of éléments 1, &lt;o, od2, &lt;on~\ 0 such that &lt;op • coq

wp+q, wm 0form^n and a&gt;° 1. If Sn acts on a set M, we say that M is cydic
over S if M {o&gt;pfx : p e N} for some jut, € M; such a jx is necessarily unique; if m is
the smallest peN such that o&gt;V 0/x, M consists of the m +1 distinct éléments

/x, û)jul, &lt;om&quot;~ V» Om-

DEFINITION. A category P is called a ray-category [BGRS, 1.7] if its

satisfies the following conditions a)-f):
a) There is a (necessarily unique) family (x0y)x, y€P of so-called zero-

morphisms 0 x0y : x —&gt; y such that julO 0 and Ov 0 whenever the compositions
make sensé.

b) Distinct objects are not isomorphic.
c) For each x € P, fhere are only finitely many non-zero morphisms starting or

stopping at x.

d) For each x e P, fhe semi-group of endomorphisms P(x, x) is isomorphic to Sn(x)

/or some n(x)^l.
e) For ai! x, y€P, the set of morphisms P(x, y) is cydic ouer P(x, x) or over

P(y, y).
f) /uii&gt; jutpv^ 0 implies that p is an identity.
If P is a ray-category, we dénote by k[P] the vector space over fc which has

the non-zero morphisms of P as basis-vectors. The space fc[P] is endowed with
the following multiplication: The product of two non-zero morphisms jul and v of
P coincides with their composition if jx and v are composable in P and hâve

non-zero composit. The product is zéro otherwise. If P is finite, i.e. has finitely
many objects, we thus obtain a finite-dimensional associative algebra k[P] with
unit élément Zxep ^x-

Ray-categories are related to algebras of finite représentation type by the

following theorem [BGRS, 1.12 and 2.10]: If A is of finite type and chark + 2, A
is Morita équivalent to k[P] for some ray-category P uniquely determined by A.
By loc. cit. and [Bo4, corollary 2], the same conclusion holds in ail characteristics

if A satisfies the following conditions: a) A is of infinité représentation-type; b) A
is not strongly unbounded; c) A/I is of finite représentation type for each idéal

This reduces the proof of the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture to the case

A fc[P], to which we restrict in the sequel. There we say that P is a ghost if fc[P]
satisfies the conditions a) and b) above. If, moreover, fc[P] satisfies condition c),

we call it a mild ghost Our problem is to show that there is no (mild) ghost.
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2. Réduction of the main theorem

In the sequel, we simply refer to [BGRS] for the used terminology. Through-
out we assume that the considérée ray-category P admits no infinité chain
[BGRS, 1.12] and that at each point of P at most 3 arrows start, at most 3 stop.
Thèse conditions are satisfied if P is a ghost (see the final remark of 2.10 and

paragraph 3.7 of [BGRS]).
2.1 Given a chain c (p1? &lt;ru p2,...) of P [BGRS, 1.9], we call depth of c the
sum d(c)= d(p1) + d(a1) + d(p2) + * • -, where d(p,) and d(at) dénote the depths of
the morphisms px and ax[BGRS, 8.4]. The depth of P is the supremum d(P)
supc d(c)eï^U{oc}. It satisfies d(P&apos;)^d(P) whenever P&apos; is a full subcategory, a

residue-category or a cover of P [BGRS, 10.1]. Moreover, we hâve d(P)&lt;&lt;*&gt; if P
is finite.

Given d eM, let P range over ail finite ray-categories such that k[P] has finite
représentation type and û(P)^d. Let M range over ail indécomposable fc[P]-
modules. It follows from the work of Bongartz [Bl, 2.4] that b(d)
supM P dim M &lt; oo.

Now put p(P) supxePsupGv(iF(x,y)|-l), £y (|P(y, x)| - D), where \S\ de-
notes the cardinality of the set S. Then we hâve:

LEMMA. The quiver of a ghost P contains a non-trivial closed path of length

Proof. Assuming the lemma false, we will prove that dim M^b(d(P)) implies
dim N^b(d(P)) whenever M and N are indécomposable fc[P]-modules connected

by an irreducible morphism M —» N or N-*M. By a resuit of Auslander [A2,
5.8], this implies that k[P] has finite représentation type, a contradiction.

Assume for instance that N-&gt;M is an irreducible morphism between
indécomposables such that dim M^b(d(P)). Our claim being trivial if M is projective,
we may consider the translate iM DTrM which satisfied dimrM^
p(P)(p(P)- 1) dim M. The Auslander-Reiten séquence stopping at M is therefore
supported by a full subcategory P&apos; of P with at most dimM+dûnrM^
(l-p(P) + p(P)2)dimM^p(P)2fe(d(P)) points. Since the support of N is con-
tained in P&apos;, we obtain dimN=s£b(d(P&apos;))^b(d(P)) if we can prove that P&apos; has

finite représentation type.
Assume the contrary. If the quiver of P&apos; has a non-trivial closed path, it has

one of length ^b(d(P))p(P)2. Decomposing each arrow of this path of p&apos; into a

product of arrows of P, we obtain a non-trivial closed path of P of length
^b(d(P))p(P)2 which contradicts the assumption that the lemma is false.

So P&apos; has no non-trivial closed path. Being finite, P&apos; is intervall-finite, and so is
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its universal cover P&apos;. By the criterion of Bongartz [BGRS, 10.3], P&apos; contains a

critical convex subcategory K. For arbitrarily large d,k[K] admits an infinité
family (MJ of non-isomorphic indécomposable modules of dimension d. Extend-
ing the Ma to P&apos; by zéro and pushing thèse extensions down to P&apos;, we obtain an
infinité family of indécomposable fc[P&apos;]-modules of dimension d (compare with
[G, 3.3]). The Kan-extensions of thèse fc[P&apos;]-modules to k[P] are indécomposable
and non-isomorphic, and their dimensions lie between d and dp(P). This con-
tradicts the assumption that P is a ghost.
2.2 Assume that the quiver of P is connected. Dénote by II the fundamental

group of P at some point p [BGRS, 10.1], by H&apos; the subgroup of H generated by
the commutators. We call the quotient Pab P\TÏ the universal abelian cover of P
and dénote by irab : Pab —&gt; P the covering induced by the universal covering
tt : P —¦&gt; P. The action of JT on P induces an action of the free abelian group
nab mil&apos; [BGRS, 10.4] on Pab, the quotient pab/nab being identified with P.

LEMMA. If P is a ghost with connected quiver, Pab admits a residue-category

of the form Px U A where Pxis a mild ghost and A a ray-category without arrows.

Proof. We first claim that P&apos; contains a finite full subcategory P&apos; of infinité
représentation-type. Otherwise, each indécomposable (finite-dimensional)
représentation M of the linearization k(P&apos;) [BGRS, 1.8] satisfies dimM^
b(d(Pab)) b(d(P)). So, given a point xePab, ail indécomposables M with
M(x)^0 are supported by a finite full subcategory of Pab. It follows that Pab is

locally representation-finite in contradiction to [G, 3.6] or to [MPI].
Now, if F is as above, dénote by I the idéal [BGRS, 1.13] of Pab formed by

the non-identical morphisms jul : x —» y such that P(î, x) jLiP(y, z) 0 for ail t,ze P&apos;.

Then Pabjl has the form P&quot; II A, where A has no arrow and P&quot; is a finite

ray-category containing p&apos; as a full subcategory. As P&apos; is of infinité représentation

type, so is P&quot;. As P is not strongly unbounded P&quot; is not (see the argument at the

end of 2.1). The wanted category Pt is a suitable quotient of P&quot;.

2.3 Suppose that the quiver Q of P is connected. A well-knotted path of P is a

non-identical closed path of Q whose liftings to Qab quiver of Pab) are closed.

In other words, the well-knotted paths of P are the images of the non-identical
closed paths of Qab.

LEMMA. A well-knotted path of a mild ghost cannot be simple [BGRS, 2.6].

The proof of this lemma is given in section 3 below.

2.4 THEOREM. Finite-dimensional algebras of infinité représentation-type over

algebraically closed fields are strongly unbounded.
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Proof. It suffices to prove that there is no mild ghost: Assume that P is one.
Starting with PQ-P we can construct an infinité séquence Po, Pi,... of mild
ghosts such that Pn+1 U ^n is a residue-category of Pjf for some ray-category An

without arrows (2.2). Ail thèse catégories Pn obviously satisfy p(Pn)^p(P) and

Let Qn be the quiver of Pn and Cn the finite set of ail non-trivial closed paths
of Qn of length ^6(d(P)p(P)3. The sets Cn are not empty by 2.1, and the natural

maps Qn+1 -* Qn give rise to an inverse System • • • Cn+1 -* Cn -* • • -* Co. By
Kônig&apos;s graph theorem, limn Cn is not empty. This means that there is an infinité
séquence of paths pn € Cn such that pn+1 is mapped onto pn. In particular, each pn

is well knotted and therefore non simple (2.3). But the number i(p) of &quot;self-

intersections&quot; of a path path p of length l satisfies i(p)^ 1 — 1. On the other

hand, since a simple path is not well knotted (2.3), we hâve i(pn+1)&lt; i(pn), hence

f°r larêe values of n in contradiction to the définition of i(p).

3. Abelian coverings and proof of Lemma 2.3

Throughout section 3, the ray-category P is supposed to hâve a connected

quiver Q and to satisfy the conditions stated at the beginning of section 2, with Z
we dénote an abelian group.
3.1 Dénote by Ci(P) the free abelian group generated by the arrows of the Q.

Each path P ax • • -as of Q (with composing arrows at) then yields an élément

a(p) at + • • • + as g C^P). We dénote by Èt(P) the subgroup of C^P) generated
by the différences &lt;x(p)-o-(q), where (p, q) ranges over the essential contours of P
[BGRS, 2.7]. The group ÈtiP) is contained in the subgroup ZX(P) formed by the

Z-linear combinations £« caa such that Y^GX- c3 =2^ex+ cy for ail points x (by x&quot;

and x+ we dénote the sets of arrows stopping and starting at x respectively).
A Z-valued cocycle of P is a group homomorphism f:C1(P)-^Z which

vanishes on È^P). The last condition permits to define / on ail non-zero
morphisms jx of P by setting /(/m) f((r(p)) if p is a path of Q with composition
p fx[BGRS, 1.14]. We can even extend / to the walks of P [BGRS, 10.1], i.e. to
the formai compositions À |/ll*| v |tt| • • • of non-zero morphisms £ and their
&quot;formai inverses&quot; £*: Just set /(A |fi*| |ir| • • •) /(A)-/(m.)+/(v)+/(ir) • • • Two
homotopic walks [BGRS, 10.1] then hâve the same image in Z. As a conséquence,

/ induces a group homomorphism f* : tt ~^&gt; Z (2.2).
Let Kf Ker/*. We dénote by Pf the quotient P/Kf, by 7if:Pf -» P the

covering of P induced by the universal covering ir:P-* P (2.2). According to the
construction of P given in [BGRS, 10.1], the points of P are identified with the
/-équivalence classes of walks of p with fixed terminus p; hère we say that two
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walks w and v are f-equivalent it they hâve the same origin, the same terminus
and f(v) /(w). As a conséquence, two paths p&apos; and q&apos; of Qf(= the quiver of Pf)
which hâve the same origin also hâve the same terminus iff their projections p and

q on Q satisfy /(p) /(q), or equivalently iff &lt;r(p) - cr(q) eKer f&lt;=: C^P).
Let /, g : Ci(P) -&gt; Z now be two cocycles. Our description of the points of Pf

shows that Pf p8 whenever /1 Zt(P) g | Zt(P), i.e. whenever / and g induce
the same cohomology class /= gGHomz(Z1(P)/fî1(P),Z). In particular, let
&lt;p:C1(P)&lt;r-Z1(P)IB1(P) be an extension of the canonical projection ZX(P)-*
Z1(P)/È1(P) (such a &lt;p exists because ZX(P) is defined as the kernel of a

homomorphism of Ct(P) into a free abelian group). Then P* does not dépend on
the choice of the extension 4&gt;. In fact:

LEMMA. P4* equals the universal abelian cover Pah (3.2). Accordingly, a
closed path p aX&quot; • asof Qis well-knotted (3.3) iff cr(p) c^ + • • • + as e Êt(P).

Proof. &lt;f&gt; induces a homomorphism &lt;£*:II-*Z1(P)/.B1(P), hence a

homomorphism &lt;j&gt;* : 11/11&apos; -» Z1(P)/È1(P). It suffices to prove that &lt;£* is bijective
(notice that a(p)eZ1(P) and that Z1(P)HKer^ JB1(P)). We just produce an
inverse map (compare with lemma 10.1 of [BGRS]): For each xeP, choose a

walk wx from p to x. For each arrow x-2* y of Q, dénote by /(a) g 11/11&apos; the class

mod IIr of the homotopy class of the closed walk wx |a| w*. The map / extends to
a homomorphism C^P) —&gt; H/H&apos;, which induces the wanted inverse

3.2 A cocycle /:C1(P)^&apos;Z with intégral values is called positive if f(a)&gt;0 for
each arrow a. If / is positive and p&apos; is a non-trivial path of Pf with origin a&apos; and

projection p ax • • • as on P, we hâve /(p) /(ai) + • • • +/(aj &gt; 0. If follows that
p&apos; and IIa&gt; hâve différent termini (3.1), hence that Qf admits no non-trivial closed

path. Moreover, since Pf is a quotient of Pab, it follows that Q&quot;5 has no
non-trivial closed path.

If fc(P) is locally representation-finite, we know from [BrG, 1.5] that there
exists a positive cocycle, namely the grade-function gr which maps each arrow of
P onto its grade. This proves the first part of the following lemma.

LEMMA. Suppose that fc(P) is locally representation-finite. Then Q0** has no

non-trivial closed path. If p and q are parallel paths [BGRS, 1.2] of Q^ with

compositions p and q in Pab, the condition p^O implies q^O.

Proof. Since the universal covering ir : P -» P induces a covering Pab -* P&amp;, it
suffices to prove the corresponding statement for P8&apos;. By [BrLRi, 5.1] or [P], it
suffices to prove that the Auslander-Reiten quiver F8&quot; of Pgr P/K8r has no
non-trivial closed path.
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Let F and F be the Auslander-Reiten quivers of k(P) and k(P). By [H, 3.5],
we hâve F/IC81&quot;-^ F*. By [BrG, 3.1], f is identified with the universal cover of F
[BoG, 1.3] and U with the fondamental group of F. Using this identification, we
can describe gr*:IÏ-»Z (3.1) as follows: If w€il is the homotopy class of a

closed walk of F, say w a |/3*| 7 \8\ e*, we hâve gr*(w) +1 -1 +1 -1. Since
the points of F are defined as homotopy classes of walks of F, it follows that two
paths of Fgr t/K^ with common origin and parallel projections on F hâve the
same termini iff they hâve the same length. So F^ has no non-trivial closed path.

3.3. Proof of Lemma 2.3. Suppose that c $1 • • • fa is a simple well-knotted
path of a mild ghost P. Up to duality, we can suppose that P admits an efficient
tackle ending with a hook xAy [BGRS, 8.3 and 8.4]. Dénote by p a path of Q of
maximal length which passes through 8 and has a non-zéro composition p. Set

P Plp and consider the following cases:

a) p 8: In this case, the quiver of P is Q\{ô}. Since fc(P) has finite
représentation-type, P admits a positive (Z-valued) cocycle / (3.2). We extend /
to a homomorphism f&apos;.C^P)^*! such that f(8)&gt;0. Since ail essential contours
of P [BGRS, 2.7] are contained in P, / is a positive cocycle of P. Jence Qab has no
non-trivial closed path in contradiction to 2.1 and 2.2.

b) p has length s* 2 and 8 belongs to no essential contour of P: Then P has the

same quiver as P and CX(P) equals C^P). A positive cocycle for P is also a

positive cocycle for P. As in case a), we obtain a contradiction.
c) There are essential contours (v, w) of P such that v w p, and they ail

contain 8: Let (crq, r) be such a contour (see [BGRS, 8.4]. Then Ê1(P)
È1(P)®Z(8 + a(q)-a(r)) and Ci(P) Ci(P). Let / be a positive cocycle of P, and

define a cocycle /: Ct(P) -+1 as follows: f(8) f(a(r))- f(a(q)) and f(a) f(a) &gt;

0 if the arrow a is not 8. Since c is well-knotted, its liftings to Pab and Pf are
closed. So we hâve f(c) /(«h) + • • • + /(&amp;) 0 (3.1), hence /(&lt;fc) ^ 0 and fa 8 for
some i, say for i 1.

Since a^eÈ^P) and fa^8 for j£ 1, we hâve a(c)
(8 + a(q)-or(r)) + p for some peÈ^P). It follows that (&lt;£2

a(q)eB1(P). This means by 3.1 that the paths &lt;t&gt;2 • • • far and q can be lifted to
parallel paths of P&quot;*. Since we hâve 4&gt;2 *## fa? $2 * &apos; * &lt;^SP 0 and q^ 0 in P, we
obtained a contradiction to 3.2.

(d) There is an essential contour (u, w) of P which satisfies v w p and does

rcof contain 8: By [BGRS, 8.5], this means that 3 arrows |3, 7, £ start at x, and that
we hâve 3 paths |8m, 71?*, 8wt with common composition p which give rise to two
essential contours Ou, yvt) and (yv, 8w). Then we hâve B!(P)

)©Z(7 4-(r(i?)-o-Ou)) if t is trivial, and BX(P)
otherwise.

We may suppose that 7 is the hook of an essential contour: Indeed, otherwise,
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|3 is so by [BGRS, 8.5]. So we may exchange |3 and y if t is trivial. If t îs not
trivial, we may replace 8 by |3 and are reduced to case c).

Now let / be a positive cocycle of P. Define a cocycle f:Ct(P) -» Z as follows:
f(y) h&lt;r(Pu))-f(&lt;r(vt)), /(8) /(crOM))-/Mwr)) and /(a) /(a)&gt;0 if the
arrow a is not 7 or 8. As m c), we hâve f(c) f(&lt;t&gt;i) + • • *+/(&lt;|&gt;s) 0, hence
/(&lt;k)ssO and &lt;fo y or ô for some 1, say &lt;h 8.

Setting r |3m and q wf, we conclude as in c) above.
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